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Photo of the Day

News in brief

Foreign Minister receives calls

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Foreign Minister and
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh Dr
Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah
received a phone call on Monday from Somali
Minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation, Mohamed Abdirizak, where they
discussed several issues of mutual interest.
Sheikh Dr Ahmad Al-Nasser also received a
phone call from Sudan’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs Dr Mariam Al-Sadiq Al-Mahdi and dis-
cussed matters that concern both nations.
During both calls, the strong relationship that
combined Kuwait with the two brotherly
nations was underlined. — KUNA

Consul calls upon entrepreneurs

BEIJING: Kuwait’s consul in the southern
Chinese city of Guangzhou urged his compa-
triot entrepreneurs yesterday to take part in an
import and export fair slated for next month,
touting the event as a gateway to the world’s
most populous country. The fair on October 15
allows Kuwaiti entrepreneurs the chance to be
acquainted with Chinese products and explore
investment opportunities the country has to
offer, Khalifa Al-Kharafi said after a press con-
ference to hype the event. Kuwaiti presence at
the Chinese expo would be a step towards bet-
ter bilateral trade ties, said the Kuwaiti diplo-
mat, pointing out that the annual event will fea-
ture some 26,000 local and international com-
panies vying for global exposure. —KUNA

KUWAIT: A picture taken on Monday shows a night view of Kuwait City taken from the ‘corniche’; a 10-kilometer-long waterfront that extends along
Kuwait’s coastal line. - Photo by Ghazi Qafaf/KUNA (To have your picture featured in the Kuwait Times’ ‘Photo of the Day’ section, please send your
high resolution, unedited photos to local@kuwaittimes.com, along with the full name and Instagram account, in addition to a description showing the
picture’s location and date taken)

Kuwait mulls 
creating ministry
for investment 
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s government is studying the
possibility of splitting the Ministry of Finance
into two separate ministries, with one of them
dedicated to the investment sector, Al-Rai
reported yesterday. “The government is contem-
plating splitting the finance ministry, be it at the

department level or the budget, in a way that
allows the separation of the investment sectors
from others such as auditing and budgets,” the
daily wrote yesterday.

Informed sources quoted in the report said this
move comes as part of efforts to take investment
and economic decisions away from traditional
establishments, similar to steps taken by other
countries such as Saudi Arabia, which established
an office to take the responsibility of preparing
the state budget instead of the finance ministry.

The sources said preliminary ideas in this
regard are to separate the investment sector into
an independent ministry that will include the

investment bodies that manage state finances,
headed by the Public Institution for Social
Security, Kuwait Investment Authority, Kuwait
Direct Investment Promotion Authority, Kuwait
Authority for Partnership Projects, Kuwait
Privatization Agency, Central Bank of Kuwait and
others, adding that KIA board member Fahad Al-
Rashed will most probably be the minister.

They said that the second ministry will include
traditional departments and sectors such as budg-
et preparation, taxes, reclamation, Public
Authority for Assessment of Compensation and
the General Secretariat of the Supreme Council
for Planning and Development.

Humanitarian
society honors
philanthropist
KUWAIT: Chairman of the Board of Kuwait
Humanitarian Friendship Society Ahmad Al-Sarraf
presented a plaque to Hassan Al-Hasawi in apprecia-
tion of his support of the society’s goals. Sarraf said
the board “appreciates the generous donation by
Hassan Al-Hasawi, who does not hesitate to present
relief to those who are unable to meet life’s
demands.” Meanwhile, Hasawi said he was pleased to
donate and help the society fulfill its goals, as well as
support efforts to spread humanitarian action in
Kuwait without regard to race, religion or nationality. 

ICSK Khaitan ACCA
students attain degree
just after class XII
KUWAIT: Adding one more jewel in the bounty of
achievements, five students of ICSK-Khaitan; Alpha
Susan Jaimon, Lave Cleto Joanes, Thomson Babu,
Afreen Ara and Malesa Rodrigues, perusing ACCA
(The Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants), have cleared all nine papers and are
now on the verge of receiving the BSc degree in
applied accountancy from Oxford Brooks University,
as regular students. Remarkably, all these students
passed class 12 just last year and all are below 20
years of age. Furthermore, the time and cost involved
are the least anywhere in the world behind the
achievement of these students. Their exemplary
achievement is most inspiring to those students who
aspire to pursue career in Commerce stream, spe-
cially ACCA. ICSK offers ACCA guidance to its stu-

dents as an integrated program during their 11th and
12th Commerce studies. ICSK is also the Computer
Based Exam Centre in Kuwait for ACCA.

Many students are benefiting from this UK edu-
cation as there is a very high demand of ACCA qual-
ified candidates in job market, including Kuwait.
Many audit firms offer the internship to these stu-
dents and approach for their placements too. By the
time students complete their class XII, many of them
complete their Diploma Level and in a year or so,
they are able to complete nine papers, a basic eligi-
bility along with thesis for BSc from Oxford Brooks
University, UK. The female students are also enjoy-
ing the benefit of their stay and complete their edu-
cation in Kuwait even after class XII. Parents are
highly appreciative of this program by school.  The
ICSK management, ACCA mentors Aqeel and
Shafqat, the principal and the faculty of ICSK
Khaitan expressed their heartiest congratulations to
these students for their outstanding achievement.
The ICSK Management has also appreciated these
students for facing the challenges and working per-
sistently and promised support until these students
reach their final goal of ACCA.

KUWAIT: Chairman of the Board of Kuwait
Humanitarian Friendship Society Ahmad Al-Sarraf
(right) honors philanthropist Hassan Al-Hasawi.

Kuwait keen on 
sustainable development,
reducing harmful
emissions: Minister
KUWAIT: Oil Minister Dr Mohammad Al-Fares
headed the delegation of the State of Kuwait partici-
pating in the Round Table Conference on Energy,
Environment and Sustainable Development, which
was held on Monday via video conference.
According to a ministry press statement, Fares
stressed the importance of holding the ministerial
round table at this time, which comes before partici-
pating in the 26th climate summit, which will be held
in the British city of Glasgow in November.

The minister noted that OPEC attaches special
importance to preserving the environment and reduc-
ing emissions, as well as the need for consultation
between producers within the international efforts to

confront climate change, in a manner commensurate
with the commitment to the principles of justice com-
mon responsibilities and in light of the national condi-
tions and capacities of developing countries.

Minister Fares praised the green initiative pro-
posed by the sisterly Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as
part of its efforts to confront climate change. He also
affirmed the State of Kuwait’s orientations in sup-
porting clean projects inside Kuwait that preserve
the environment, and through the document of
national contributions to climate change in partner-
ship with the United Nations and in line with the
Paris Agreement, stressing Kuwait’s constant endeav-
or to achieve sustainable development and embrace
advanced technologies to reduce harmful emissions
and climate change.

Minister Fares participated with Hashem Sayed
Hashem, CEO of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation and
Vice Chairman of the Board, Sheikh Abdullah Ahmad
Al-Humoud Al-Sabah, Chairman of the Board and
Director General of the Environment Public Authority,
Mohammad Al-Shatti, Governor of the State of Kuwait
to OPEC, and Sheikh Abdullah Al-Sabah, Kuwait’s
national representative to OPEC. — KUNA


